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A. Fine Tip Straight Tweezer
6.25" long straight.
U924-A $8.10

B. Curved Extra Fine Tip Tweezer
6.25" long curved tip.
U924-C $7.90

A

C

B

D

TWEEZERS
Stainless steel tweezers that are excellent for plating and handling delicate ingredients.
Powder-Coat finish.

C. Offset Fine Tip Tweezer
6.5" long off set.
U924-B $9.90

D. Straight Tip Tweezer
7.75" long.
U979 $6.30

The hole in the handle tells you
the spoon is perforated when
stored blind in a bain marie.

GRAY KUNZ SAUCE SPOONS
The perfect size for saucing plates. Heavy stainless steel.
Excellent quality. Comfortable handle with a brushed finish.

2.5 tablespoons, 9" overall length.
U715 $9.90

1.3 tablespoons, 7.5" overall length.
U716 $5.00

Perforated spoon. 7.5" overall length.
U719 $10.50

Perforated spoon. 9" overall length.
U718 $12.80

http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/sauce-spoon-original.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/sauce-spoon-original.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/sauce-spoon-small.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/sauce-spoon-small.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/perforated-7.5-inch-spoon.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/perforated-7.5-inch-spoon.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/perforated-kunz-spoon-9-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/perforated-kunz-spoon-9-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/fine-tip-straight-tweezer-6.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/fine-tip-straight-tweezer-6.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/curved-extra-fine-tip-tweezer-6.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/curved-extra-fine-tip-tweezer-6.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/offset-fine-tip-tweezer-6.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/offset-fine-tip-tweezer-6.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/straight-tip-tweezer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/straight-tip-tweezer.asp
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Inspired by the tip of a classic fountain pen these spoons add a new dimension to
plating. The DecoSpoon is a cleverly designed set of saucing spoons that give you
the ability to draw intricate lines, patterns, and they even allow you to write legibly
with a variety of sauces. Turn a plate into your canvas and keep your service ware
looking fresh and new. You can create wide strokes, thin strokes, overlays, and dots
with this innovative set.

Use them like you would any writing instrument. Make sure the sauce is flowing, 
but with body; similar in viscosity to a crème anglaise. Keep your sauces in a small

container making sure the head of the spoon is not fully submerged. This will insure you do not have excess sauce flowing
into your design. Fill the tip of the spoon with a small amount of sauce. Hold the spoon upright with the tip touching the
plate while you create your desired pattern. Made in France. Stainless steel.

SPOON DROP DECORATING SPOONS

Wooden handle.
B110 $19.90

Stainless steel handle. 
B111 $24.70

NEW!

Round

5 cutters with diameters of: 0.19", 0.39", 0.59",
0.78", 0.98".

3 Pushers with diameters of: 0.70" and 0.90", 0.31" 
and 0.51", 0.11".

U983 $29.80

Square

3 square cutters, 0.79" square, 0.59" square, 0.39" square.

1 two-sided pusher, 0.31" square and 0.51" square.

U984 $29.80

CUTTER SET WITH PUSHERS

NEW!

Set includes:
• 2 DecoSpoons.
• 1 Small teaspoon spoon size, length 7.5" length.
• 1 Large tablespoon size, length 9" length).
• Stainless steel spoon.
• Boxed set.

A simple tool for innovative and graphic creations. Ideal for truffled potatoes.

http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/spoondrop-decorating-spoons.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/round-cutter-set-with-pushers.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/round-cutter-set-with-pushers.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/stainless-steel-spoon-drop-decorating-spoons.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/square-cutter-set-with-pushers.asp
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Side towels are an indispensable kitchen tool; an extension of a chefs’ hand. They are essential to a chefs’
repertoire. We are proud to offer the finest professional quality side towels on the market. Crafted, to the
highest standards, in Germany for over 100 years these towels are of a superior quality. Offered in a variety
of colors, sizes and material blends to satisfy the look and feel you require. They also lend themselves to
being used in the front of the house with your wait and bar staff.

*Will shrink approximately 2" to 3" after washing.

Green
A300-G

Pack of 10
A300-BK10

Blue
A300-BL

Pack of 10
A300-OR10

Pack of 10
A300-W10

Pack of 10
A300-Y10

Pack of 10
A300-R10

PREMIUM QUALITY GERMAN SIDE TOWELS

A300-W detail

These expertly woven towels are offered in a variety of
colors to complement the aesthetic of your kitchen or
dining room. They have a check pattern with a striped
border. The overall size is 25.5" length x 17.7" width.*
Made from 100% pure cotton.
A300

Each Pack of 10 10+ Packs of 10
$7.20 $57.60 $51.84

Pack of 10
A300-G10

Pack of 10
A300-BL10

Red
A300-R

Orange
A300-OR

White
A300-W

Black
A300-BK

Yellow
A300-Y

http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/orange-premium-quality-german-side-towel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/10-pack-orange-premium-quality-german-side-towel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/yellow-premium-quality-german-side-towel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/10-pack-yellow-premium-quality-german-side-towel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/green-premium-quality-german-side-towel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/10-pack-green-premium-quality-germna-side-towel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/blue-premium-quality-german-side-towel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/Side-Towel-blue-premium-quality-10-pack-german.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/white-premium-quality-german-side-towel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/10-pack-white-premium-quality-german-side-towel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/red-premium-quality-german-side-towel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/10-pack-red-premium-quality-german-side-towel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/black-premium-quality-german-side-towel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/Side-Towel-black-premium-quality-10-pack-German.asp
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A302 is our premier oversized side towel measuring 39.4" length x 19.5" width. The weave of this towel is a blend
of 50% cotton and 50% linen, giving it superior strength, excellent absorbency and stain resistant properties. It has
a blue check pattern with a distinct border accented in red. Ideal for kitchen work, hanging from your apron strings,
and includes a hang tab.*

Each Pack of 10 10+ Packs of 10
A302  $17.90 A302-10  $143.20 $128.88

A301 is an oversized side towel measuring 39.4" length x 19.5" width. It has a black check pattern with
a distinct double red stripe border. Ideal for kitchen work, hanging from your apron strings, and includes a
hang tab. Made from 100% cotton.*

Each Pack of 10 10+ Packs of 10
A301 $13.90 A301-10 $111.20 $100.08

*Will shrink approximately
2" to 3" after washing.

Includes a hang tab.

http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/extra-large-oversized-premium-quality-german-side-towel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/10-pack-extra-oversized-large-premium-quality-german-side-towel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/extra-large-premium-quality-german-side-towel.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/side-towels/10-pack-extra-large-premium-quality-german-side-towel.asp
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CHOCOLATE MOLDS

Create beautiful chocolate with this high quality polycarbonate and
stainless steel magnetic mold. The mold consists of two pieces: a 
polycarbonate upper with strong magnets that securely hold removable
base made from a mirror finished stainless steel sheet. The two piece
construction gives you the added benefit of creating a variety of looks
by lining the bottom of the mold with a chocolate transfer sheet. 
Simply place a transfer sheet between the stainless steel and 
polycarbonate frame, fasten them together and fill with tempered
chocolate as you would any other mold. Each mold measures 5.30"
width x 10.85" length x 0.95" height.

These molds are designed and crafted in Belgium, one of the chocolate Mecca’s of the world. Made for the professional
pastry chef and chocolatier these molds have highly detailed designs and are constructed of food safe clear polycarbonate
that is rigid and will not flex or bend. Each mold measures 11" width x 5.5" length x 1" height.

Magnetic Disk
1.3" d x 0.28" h.
18 forms.
K701  $87.70

Magnetic Square Tile
1.1" l x 1.1" w x 0.35" h.
15 forms.
K702  $87.70

Textured Heart
11" l x 5.5" w x 1" h.
32 forms.
K715  $24.10

Almond
11" l x 5.5" w x 1" h.
24 forms.
K716  $24.10

Octagon
11" l x 5.5" w x 1" h.
24 forms.
K717  $24.10

Flat Sided Dome
1.1" l x 1.1" w x 0.59" h.
21 forms.
K718  $24.10

Flat Top Dome
1.3" w x 1.3" l x 0.79" h.
21 forms.
K719  $24.10

Pointed Cylinder
1.1" w x 1.1" l x 0.79" h.
21 forms.
K720  $24.10

Chef Toque
0.8 w x 1.6" l x 0.4" h
12 forms
K724  $24.10

Cylinder Bowl
1.3" w x 1.3" l x 0.8" h.
21 forms.
K725  $24.10

Flat Sided Egg
1.3" w x 0.9" l x 0.5" h.
24 forms.
K736  $24.10

Smooth Egg
1.3" w x 0.9" l x 0.6" h.
24 forms.
K737 $24.10

Textured Corner Rectangle
1.1" w x 0.8" l x 0.5" h.
24 forms.
K745  $24.10

Bamboo Stalk
4.5" w x 0.7" l x 0.7" h.
9 forms.
K727  $24.10

Square Leaf Tile
1.6" w x 1.6" l x 0.8" h.
8 forms.
K728  $24.10

Abstract Egg
2" w x 1.8" l x 0.9" h.
6 forms.
K734  $24.10

NEW!

Buddha Face
1" w x 1.4" l x 0.6" h.
21 forms.
K732  $24.10

Russian Matryoshka Doll
2" w x 1" l x 0.5" h.
16 forms.
K733  $24.10

http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/two-piece-magnetic-disk-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/two-piece-magnetic-square-tile-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/textured-heart-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/almond-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/octagon-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/flat-sided-dome-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/flat-top-dome-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/pointed-cylinder-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/chef-toque-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/cylinder-bowl-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/bamboo-stalk-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/square-leaf-tile-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/buddha-face-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/russian-matryoshka-doll-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/abstract-egg-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/flat-sided-egg-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/smooth-egg-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/textured-corner-rectangle.asp
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Base for Spheres
1" w x 1" l x 0.5" h.
24 forms.
K740  $24.10

1.7" w x 1.7" l x 0.8" h.
10 forms.
K741  $24.10

Small Big Eared Rabbit
2.7" w x 1" l x 0.6" h.
16 forms.
K742 $24.10

Laughing Rabbit
2.6" w x 1" l x 0.4" h.
16 forms.
K743  $24.10

Toy Block
1" w x 1" l x 0.5 h.
24 forms.
K747 $24.10

Demispheres

5.5" d x 2.8" h. 4.7" d x 2.4" h. 4" d x 2" h.
1 form. 1 form. 1 form.
K920-140  $63.30 K920-120  $58.60 K920-100  $51.90

Made in Belgium of food safe, clear rigid polycarbonate that is durable and will not bend. These molds have highly
detailed designs. Mold measures at 10.83" x 6.88" x 0.94".

Crackle Egg
3.8" w x 2.5" l x 1.3" h.
12 forms.
K735  $24.10

Cocoa Pod
1" w x 1" l x 0.5" h.
24 forms.
K744  $24.10

Triangle Twist
1.7" w x 0.8" l x 0.7" h.
24 forms.
K746  $24.10

Classic Small Candy Bar
3.3" w x 1" l x 0.8" h.
15 forms.
K864  $26.50

3.1" d x 1.6" h. 2.8" d x 1.4" h. 2.3" d x 1.1" h.
6 forms. 70 forms. 8 forms.
K920-80  $26.50 K920-70 $26.50 K920-60  $26.50

Dome
1.11" d x 0.68" h.
32 forms.
K305  $22.60

Medium Hearts
1.16" l x 1.07" w x 0.55" h.
28 forms.
K312  $22.60

Small Demispheres
1.10" d x 0.83" h.
42 forms.
K215  $22.60

Square
1" square x 0.59" h.
36 forms.
K207  $22.60

Classics
Made in Europe of food safe, clear, rigid polycarbonate. Very detailed and extremely well made. Molds are 11" x 7".

NEW!

http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/base-for-spheres-chocolate-mold-24-molds.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/base-for-spheres-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/small-big-eared-rabbit-chocolate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/laughing-rabbit-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/toy-block-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/140-milimeter-demisphere-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/140-milimeter-demisphere-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/80-milimeter-demisphere-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/80-milimeter-demisphere-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/120-milimeter-demisphere-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/120-milimeter-demisphere-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/100-milimeter-demisphere-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/100-milimeter-demisphere-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/70-milimeter-demisphere-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/70-milimeter-demisphere-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/60-milimeter-demisphere-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/60-milimeter-demisphere-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/crackle-egg-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/cocoa-pod-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/triangle-twist-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugar-work/classic-small-candy-bar-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugarwork/square-design-chocolate-mold.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugarwork/sm-demispheres-44-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugarwork/dome-design-32-cavities.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-and-sugarwork/medium-hearts-28-cavities-1-1-16-inch.asp
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CHOCOLATE MACHINES

Table Top Chocolate Temperer
Thermostat controlled heat unit melts up to 8 lbs of
chocolate. Cooling fan, one stainless steel bowl and
plastic scraper included.
P110 $795.00

Chocolate Tempering Machine Commercial
A simple way to melt, temper and hold chocolate. Hot air melts
chocolate and then maintains it at a proper temperature. A digital
display (in Celsius only) and a thermostat offers temperature
range of 20 to 60 °C. The stainless steel frame is insulated for 
efficiency and temperature regulation. Easy to remove and clean
stainless steel pan with a 26 pound (12 kg) capacity. This machine
can also be fitted with stainless steel probe (item number P394-P,
sold separately) for a more accurate temperature reading. 
Made in France. 110 volts, 300 watts, heat source is electric coil.
P394  $1,699.00

Probe for P394 Chocolate Tempering Machine Commercial
This probe works in cooperation with Chocolate Tempering Machine (See above). 
It conveniently hooks up to the machine and allows you to read the actual 
temperature of your melted chocolate in the digital display rather then the 
machines set air temperature.
P394-P $119.00

Meltinchoc Chocolate Melter
This chocolate melter/warmer has an accurate thermostat that enables you
to melt and maintain chocolate in a tempered state. The outer construction
is thermo-resistant plastic, with a removable stainless steel pan.
P112-9  $949.00

Extra Bowl. Stainless steel.
P110-B  $49.50

Extra Scraper. Plastic.
P110-S  $28.60

Motor: 110 volts.
Dimensions: 12.5" height x 14.25" width.
Warranty: Six month warranty from manufacturer. 

Motor: 110 volts, 200 watts.
Temperature range: 0 to 140 °F (0 to 60 °C). 
Capacity: 9 liters, 9.5 quarts. 
Dimensions: 17" length x 15" width x 5.5" height.

http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-tempering-machines/chocolate-temperer-machines.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-tempering-machines/chocolate-temperer-machines.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-tempering-machines/probe-for-p394-chocolate-temperer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-tempering-machines/probe-for-p394-chocolate-temperer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-tempering-machines/meltinchoc-chocolate-melter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-tempering-machines/chocolate-tempering-machine.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-tempering-machines/chocolate-tempering-machine.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-tempering-machines/bowl-for-p110.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-tempering-machines/bowl-for-p110.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/chocolate-tempering-machines/scraper-for-p110.asp
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Chocolate Sprayer
Turbine powered system for high air volume and low pressure.
The result is a finer spray with less overspray. The nozzle on the
hand gun has adjustable pattern size (0.25" to 6"), 3 different
shapes, and adjustable air control. Great for showpiece and 
production work. 115 volts, 10 amp, 15 foot hose.
P240  $298.00

Extra Spray Can
P240-A $119.90

KREBS ELECTRIC FOOD SPRAY GUN

NEW!

Krebs Electric Food Spray Gun - 60 Watts
The Krebs LM25 is the perfect handheld gun for spraying most low to medium viscosity liquids including
melted butter, oil, chocolate, jelly, sauces, marinades, egg wash. Grease sheet pans and molds with ease.
Fast and accurate, this is the perfect alternative to a brush or spatula. Optimal spraying of flat surfaces
and objects like baking trays with the flat-jet-nozzle. The bent nozzle extension is ideal for spraying 
upwards, downwards or on edges and slants. Thick to fine spray finish, with excellent material 
distribution and economical use of material, yielding quick return on investment.

Rated power: 60W.
Delivery rate max (water): 280 g/min. Tungsten carbide pump piston and pump cylinder. 
700ml container.

Includes: Fan Nozzle, Round Jet Nozzle R8, Bent Nozzle Extension, and Container with Lid.
P241 $324.90

Krebs Electric Food Spray Gun - 120 Watts

The Krebs LM45 is the perfect electric food spray gun for chocolate. Wielding 
120W of spraying power, this high-performance sprayer is able to discharge
even the most viscous materials, making it the perfect chocolate spray 
gun. Or use it for jams, sauces or other thick substances. Also the model
to use for spraying large volumes from a large floor container, by 
attaching the Krebs extension tube (sold separately). The LM45 
does what brushing and paint guns can't. This food-
safe-certified handheld gun provides fast and accurate 
greasing of baking sheets and tins. Or use it for any 
number of materials and applications.

Fast, economical, accurate and food-industry 
approved, it's the alternative to the brush or non-food-
regulation-compliant paint gun. An excellent time saver, 
the LM45 requires minimum work effort while yielding the highest 
delivery. Thick to fine spray finish, with excellent material distribution 
and economical use of material. 
Rated power: 120W.
Delivery rate max (water): 350 g/min. Tungsten carbide pump piston and pump cylinder.
700ml container.
Includes: Fan Nozzle, Round Jet Nozzle R6, Bent Nozzle Extension, and Container with Lid.
P242 $369.90

• These sprayers are certified food safe by Laboratory of Zurich, each component designed
to comply with EU Food standards and US Food and Drug Administration regulations. 
• Simple to use. 
• Compressed air not required. 
• Easy to clean and maintain with unique Krebs service screw.
• The noise level of these appliances can exceed 85 dB(A).

http://www.jbprince.com/culinary-machines/krebs-lm25-electric-food-spray-gun-120-watts.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/culinary-machines/krebs-lm25-electric-food-spray-gun-60-watts.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/culinary-machines/krebs-lm25-electric-food-spray-gun-60-watts.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/culinary-machines/easy-spray-hv2002-sprayer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/culinary-machines/easy-spray-hv2002-sprayer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/culinary-machines/spray-can-for-p240.asp
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CHOCOLATE TOOLS

Mini Flat
B112-A $6.40

Mini Scraper
B112-B $6.40

Silicone Decorating Tools

Mini Detailer
B112-C $6.40

Mini Angled
B112-D $6.40

Mini Rounded
B112-E $6.40

Mini Long Rectangle
B112-F $6.40

These unique spatulas have wooden handles and heads made out of silicone that is heat-resistant and approved
food-safe by the FDA. These features combined with their range of shapes and convenient sizes allow for extensive
creativity with cake decorating, pastry work, and plating. Use them to manipulate food, fill molds, and a myriad of
tasks that require smaller more precise tools. 8.75" overall length.

Chocolate Dipping Fork Set
10 piece set. Sturdy stainless steel
with plastic handles. 8" length.
B677 $165.00

Chocolate Dipping Fork Set
6 piece set in stainless steel. Comes packed
in a sturdy plastic box. 8" length.
B650  $87.20

Chocolate Dipping Fork Set
4 piece set, stainless steel.
B989 $11.70

Petit Four Dipping Set
4 piece set. Sturdy stainless steel
with plastic handles. 8" length.
B677-A $78.20

NEW!

http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/chocolate-dipping-fork-set.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/chocolate-forks.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/chocolate-dipping-fork-set-10.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/petit-four-dipping-set-4.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/mini-flat-silicone-decorating-tool.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/mini-scraper-silicone-decorating-tool.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/mini-detailer-silicone-decorating-tool.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/mini-angled-silicone-decorating-tool.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/mini-rounded-silicone-decorating-tool.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/mini-long-rectangle-silicone-decorating-tool.asp
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Chefs use tools to help them express ideas and create food that evokes feelings and artist do the
same. This tool is a hybrid that takes the handle from of a classic paint brush and combines it with
a heat-resistant and food-safe FDA approved silicone heads. Use them to manipulate food, mix 
ingredients, and a myriad of tasks that require you to make clean lines and patterns. 

Double Angled
12.5" overall length.
B115-15 $11.20

Comb Style
13.75" overall length.
B116-30 $11.70

Angled
13.75" overall length.
B117-30 $11.70

Mini Scraper
These small stiff plastic scrapers come in a range of shapes that allow for extensive creativity with cake decorating,
pastry work, and plating. Use them to manipulate food, scrape bowls, fill molds, and a myriad of tasks that require
you to make clean lines and patterns. The wedge design makes them easier to grip. Their small size allows you to
use them in smaller forms molds to make clean even layers. 3.25" length x 2.5" width.

F. Straight Edge
B114-A $4.80

G. Angled Edge
B114-B $4.80

H. Double Angle
B114-C $4.80

I.Rounded Edge
B114-D $4.80

Silicone Spreading Tool
These unique semi-flexible scrapers are made of out of silicone that is heat-resistant and FDA approved food-safe.
These features combined with their range of patterns allow for extensive creativity with cake decorating, pastry
work, and plating. Use them to manipulate food, scrape bowls, fill molds, and a myriad of tasks that require you to
make clean lines and patterns. The wedge design makes them comfortable hold and helps reduces fatigue on your
hand. 4.75" length x 3" width.

A. Angled
B113-A $6.70

B. Sawtooth
B113-B $6.70

C. Arched Edge
B113-C $6.70

D. Graduated Ridge
B113-D $6.70

E. Straight Edge
B113-E $6.70

Chocolate Spatulas

For spreading or smoothing melted chocolate. Great for scraping
chocolate molds. Also for making curls. Stainless steel, semi-flexible
blade. Plastic frame and handle.

7" across. 
B950 $16.80

8.75" across.
B950-A $18.60

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

B AD C E

H G I F

http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/double-angled-silicone-decorating-tool.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/comb-style-silicone-decorating-brush.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/angled-silicone-decorating-brush.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/angled-silicone-spreading-tool.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/sawtooth-silicone-decorating-comb.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/arched-edge-silicone-decorating-tool.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/graduated-ridge-silicone-decorating-tool.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/straight-edge-silicone-decorating-tool.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/straight-edge-mini-scraper.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/angled-edge-nylon-mini-scraper.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/double-angle-mini-scraper.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/rounded-edge-mini-scraper.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/chocolate-spatula-7-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/chocolate-spatula-8.75-inches.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/chocolate-spatula-8.75-inches.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/straight-edge-mini-scraper.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/rounded-edge-mini-scraper.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/angled-edge-nylon-mini-scraper.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/pastry-tools-and-equipment/double-angle-mini-scraper.asp
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Rectangular Stackable Glass
4.6" L x 1.5" w x 2.3" h.
Holds 8 oz. Pack of 150.
R908-8 $99.60

Square Stackable Glass
1.5" square x 2.4" h.
Holds 2.5 oz. Pack of 150.
R908 $49.80

Square Stackable Glass
1.5" square x 4.5" h.
Holds 5 oz. Pack of 200.
R908-5 $114.00

Clear Verrine “Glass”
1.25" d x 3" h.
Holds 1.9 oz. Pack of 200.
R640 $66.50

Clear Double Wall
Aperitif “Glass”
2" d x 2.5" h. 
Holds 2.5 oz. Pack of 200.
R532 $79.70

Clear Maxi “Glass”
Base: 1.35" d. Top: 1.68" d.
3.25" h. Holds 2 oz. 
Pack of 300.
R484 $79.40

Lid
Pack of 300.
R599 $24.80

Glasses and Dishes

DISPOSABLE SERVICEWARE
These European designed, plastic serving pieces are stylish and elegant. They can be used for off-premise
catering, receptions, pool-side parties, airplane or boat service, picnic baskets and more. Attractive but not
expensive. Disposable or re-usable.

Geometric Dish
2" square x 1.75" h.
Holds 1.75 oz. Pack of 300.
Sea-green
R487 $46.90

Clear
R542-2 $46.90

Geometric Dish with Swirls
1.97" square x 1.77" h.
Holds 1.75 oz. Pack of 300.
R834 $59.70

Corrugated Geometric Dish
Can be used for baking up to 375 °F.

Base: 1" w x 1.14" l. Top: 2" w x 1.9" l.
1.77" h. Pack of 300.
R881-2 $68.00

2.75" square x 2.75" h. Pack of 400.
R881-2.75 $126.00

Clear Lid
Pack of 300.
R487-C $24.20

Oven
safe!

Clear Lid
Pack of 300.
R487-C $24.20

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/square-stackable-glass.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/rectangular-stackable-glass.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/tall-square-stackable-glass.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/maxi-glass-clear-plastic.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/lids-for-r483-f-and-r484-300-pack.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/clear-verrine-glass-1.9-oz.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/double-wall-aperitif-glass.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/geometric-dish-swirls-pack-of-300.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/geometric-dish-sea-green.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/geometric-dish-sea-green.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/geometric-dish-2-oz-clear.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/cover-for-geometric-dish.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/corrugated-geometric-dish-1-inch-w.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/corrugated-geometric-dish-1-inch-w.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/corrugated-geometric-dish-2.75-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/cover-for-geometric-dish.asp
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Clear Mini “Glass”
2" h. Holds 1.5 oz. 
Pack of 300.
R483-C $69.90

Mini “Glass” Clear
and Frosted
2.5" h. Holds 2 oz. 
Pack of 300.
R483-F $73.70

Lid
Pack of 300.
R599 $24.80

Clear Plastic Tulip “Glass”
3.15" h. Holds 5 oz. 
Pack of 100.
R741 $62.70

Clear Large Maxi “Glass”
Frosted. 3.75" h x 2" d.
Holds 5 oz. Pack of 300.
R484-2 $87.80

Clear Geometric Dish
1.5" square x 3.25" h.
Holds 3.3 oz. Pack of 300.
R542-1.5 $89.80

Lid Discontinued.

Clear Large Geometric Dish
2.75" square x 2.75" h.
Holds 7 oz. Pack of 400.
R542-2.75 $119.80

Clear Medium Geometric Dish
2.25" square x 3" h.
Holds 6 oz. Pack of 400.
R542-2.38 $119.00

Lid
Pack of 400.
R598-2.38 $56.20

Clear Mini Verrine
1.5" h x 2" d. Holds 1.5 oz.
Pack of 250.
R832 $74.80

Mini Frosted Bowl
2.7" d x 1.5" h. 
Holds 1.75 oz. Pack of 200.
R488 $62.90

Frosted Bowl
4.25" d x 2.13" h. 
Holds 6 oz. Pack of 200.
R488-4.25 $133.80

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/geometric-dish-clear-3.3-oz.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/geometric-dish-8-oz.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/medium-clear-geometric-dish.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/medium-clear-geometric-dish.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/lids-for-medium-clear-geometric-lid.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/clear-mini-verrine-pack-of-250.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-frosted-bowl-plastic.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bowl-frosted-plastic-4.25-inch-x-2-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bowl-frosted-plastic-4.25-inch-x-2-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/maxi-glass-clear-frosted-5-oz.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-glass-clear-frosted-2-oz.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-glass-clear-plastic.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-glass-clear-plastic.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/lids-for-r483-f-and-r484-300-pack.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/clear-plastic-tulip-glass.asp
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Small Clear Cup
2.85" d x 2" h. Holds 6 oz.
Pack of 300.
R736 $74.70

Clear Cup
3" d x 2" h. Holds 8 oz.
Pack of 300.
R531 $124.00

Lid for R531
Pack of 300.
R531-C $57.50

Clear Square Dish 
2.33" square x 0.5" h.
Holds 1 oz. Pack of 360.
R496 $74.30

Sea-Green Square Dish 
2.5" square x 0.5" h.
Holds 1 oz. Pack of 200.
R486 $69.80

Sphere Container with Screw Cap
3.5" d x 3" h. Pack of 100.
R875 $95.20

Clear Mini Eared Dish
3.25" l x 2.5" w x 0.5" h.
Holds 1 oz. Pack of 200.
R482 $74.90

2 Piece River Stone Dish

2.5" l x 1.75" w x 1" h.
Holds 0.75 oz. Pack of 200.
R921 $43.00

5.30" l x 0.70" w x 1" h.
Holds 4 oz. Pack of 100.
R922-S $72.00

6.25" l x 4.42" w x 0.9" h.
Holds 7 oz. Pack of 100.
R922-M $110.90

7.5" l x 5.10" w x 1.4" h.
Holds 12 oz. Pack of 100.
R922-L $142.70

Imitation Caviar Tin
2.6" d x 0.75" h. 
Holds 1.5 oz. Pack of 12.
R899 $55.00

Square Glasses

A. 1.5" w x 2.3" l x 1.5" h. 
     Holds 3 oz. Pack of 200.
     R641 $64.50

B. 1.7" square x 1.7" h.
     Holds 2 oz. Pack of 400.
     R874-2 $110.00

C. 2.8" square x 2.5" h.
     Holds 8 oz. Pack of 200.
     R874-8 $93.80

A

B

C

“Baroque” Mini Glass
2.5" h. Holds 2 oz. 
Pack of 300.
R836 $78.50

“Baroque” Glass
3" h. Holds 5 oz.
Pack of 300.
R836-5 $92.90

Mini Open Face Sphere
2.3" d x 2.3" h. 1.6" opening.
Holds 2 oz. Pack of 200.
R923-2 $97.80

Open Face Sphere
4.33" d x 4.33" h. 2.79" opening.
Holds 10 oz. Pack of 200.
R923-10 $141.50

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/square-dish-clear-2.33-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/square-dishes-sea-green-2.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/clear-plastic-cup-3-inch-x-2.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/clear-plastic-cup-3-inch-x-2.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/small-clear-cup-6-oz.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/cover-for-r531-cup-plastic.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-open-face-sphere.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-open-face-sphere.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/open-face-sphere.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/imitation-caviar-tin.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-plastic-eared-dish-65-mm.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/sphere-container-with-screw-cap.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/baroque-mini-glass-2-oz.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/baroque-plastic-serving-piece-2.5-inches-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/rectangular-prism-clear-3-oz.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/square-glass-1.7-inch-w-x-1.7-inch-l-x-1.7-inch-h.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/square-glass-2.8-inches-w-x-2.8-inch-l-x-2.5-inch-h.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/2-piece-river-stone-dish.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/4-oz-2-piece-river-stone-dish.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/7-oz-2-piece-river-stone-dish.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/12-oz-2-piece-river-stone-dish.asp
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Double Tasting Spoon
1" w x 4.5" l. Pack of 200.

R873 $99.50

Sea-green Combination Spoon/Fork 
4" l. Holds 1 teaspoon. Pack of 500.
R485 $89.30

Clear Asian Style Spoon
4.75" l. Holds 1 tablespoon. 
Pack of 200.
R481 $69.30

Clear “Crystal” Cocktail Stick
4" l. Pack of 3000.
R492 $179.00

Tasting Spoon
Asian style. 4.25" l. 
Pack of 300.
R593 $79.70

Mini Takeout Style Container
Base: 1.18" square. Top: 2" square.
2.35" h. Holds 3 oz. Pack of 100.
R879 $49.30

Mini Burger Style Box
2.5" square x 2" h. 
Pack of 100.

R880 $48.70

R880-A Corrugated. $43.60

Miniature Pizza Box
3.5" square x 0.75" h.
Pack of 100.
R902 $36.60

Black Plastic Screw Skewer
3" l. Pack of 1000.
R952 $119.90

5.9" l. Pack of 1000.
R951 $121.90

NEW!

White Cardboard Cone
Pack of 100.
1.75" d x 3.5" h.
R903-M $45.70

2.5" d x 4.75" h.
R903-L $48.00

White Egg Cup
2.3" h x 1.5" d.
Holds 2 oz. Pack of 100.

R833 $69.50

Squeeze Pop with Lid
1.9" top d x 5.9" l.
Holds 4.5 oz. Pack of 100.
R747 $45.90

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-burger-style-box.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-burger-style-box-corrugated.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/mini-takeout-style-container.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/miniature-pizza-box.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/white-cardboard-cone-medium.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/white-cardboard-cone-medium.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/white-cardboard-cone-large.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/white-egg-cup-2-oz.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/squeeze-pop-with-lid.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/clear-asian-style-spoon.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/double-tasting-spoon-1-inch-x-width.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/combi-spoon-fork-sea-green.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/black-tasting-spoon-black-4.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/clear-crystal-plastic-cocktail-stick.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/black-plastic-screw-skewer-3-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/black-plastic-screw-skewer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/black-plastic-screw-skewer.asp
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Sea-green Bento Plate 
6.75" square x 1.38" h.
Pack of 100.
R493 $117.50

Bento Carrying Box
6.9" square x 5.75" h. Holds up to
4 Sea-green Bento Plate (R493).
Pack of 100.

R493-B $219.70
Clear Cover
Pack of 100. 
R493-C $49.20

Footed Squared Plate
5" square. Pack of 100.
R748-5 $53.90

Clear Tube “Glass”*
Frosted. 0.97" d x 5.75" h.
Holds 2 oz. Pack of 150.
R592  $109.00

*Spoon sold separately
(R534, page 20).

Footed Rectangular Plate 
5" l x 2.5" h. Pack of 100.
R748 $44.30

Lipstick Tube 
0.73" d x 2.90" h. Pack of 100.
R905 $86.90

Mold For Lipstick Tube
This mold allows you
to make the insert for 
the Lipstick Tube (R905).
5 molds with 6 cavities.
R905-M $99.00

Sea-green Square Appetizer Plate 
5" square x 0.38" h. Pack of 100.
R494 $53.60

Cover
1" h. Pack of 100.
R494-C $22.40

Circle Skewer/Lolipop Stand
23" d. 28 holes. 
R935 $76.40

Arch Skewer Display Stand
20" h x 17" l. 22 slots.
R936 $119.00

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/lipstick-tube.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mold-for-lipstick-tube.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/tube-glass-clear-frosted-2-oz-5.75-inch-h..asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/circle-skewer-lolipop-stand.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/arch-skewer-display-stand.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bento-plate-sea-green-plastic.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bento-plate-cover-crystal.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bento-carrying-box.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/footed-squared-plate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/footed-rectangular-plate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/square-appetizer-plate-sea-green-plastic.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/square-appetizer-plate-sea-green-plastic.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/cover-for-square-plate-clear-plastic.asp
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Mini Oval Cocotte with Lid
2.75" l x 1.75" h.
Holds 2 oz. Pack of 200.
R743 $107.00

Round Cocotte with Lid
2.75" d. Pack of 200.
Microwave safe.
R882 $115.50

Microwavable Paella
7" d x 0.78" h. Pack of 100.
Microwave safe.
R883 $98.00

Faux Slate Tray
10.75" w x 7.75" l.
Pack of 5.
R835 $16.60

Faux Slate Round Dish
3.25" d. Pack of 200.
R737-3 $51.20

5" d. Pack of 100.
R737-5 $57.60

Faux Slate Rectangle Plate
7" l x 3.5" w. Pack of 100.
R739 $78.30

Faux Slate Rectangular Plate
5" l x 2.5" w. Pack of 200.
R925 $102.60

Faux Slate Oval Plate
7" l x 5" w. Pack of 100.
R738 $87.00

Mini Can Oval Aluminum Tin
4.5" l x 2.75" w x 1.18" h.
Pack of 100.
R877 $84.80

Rectangular Sardine Tin
4.3" l x 2.6" w x 1.1" h.
Sold as each.
R870 $2.90

Rectangular Anchovy Tin
4" l x 2" w x 0.75" h.
Holds 3 oz. Pack of 100.
R901 $87.20

Hand Crimper for R900
Crimps lids on R900
(Round Tin with Pull Tab Lid).
R900-S $134.00

Round Tin with Pull Tab Lid
3" d x 1.25" h. Holds 4 oz. Pack of 100.

R900 $87.20

Faux Slate 
Square Dish
2.5" square. 
Pack of 200.
R906 $57.00

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/rectangular-anchovy-tin.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/sardine-tin.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/mini-can-oval-aluminum-tin.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/round-tin-with-pull-tab-lid.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/hand-crimper-for-r900.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/faux-slate-oval-plate-7-inch-x-5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/faux-slate-rectangle-plate-7-inch-x-3.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/microwavable-paella.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/round-cocotte-with-lid.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-cocotte-with-lid.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/faux-slate-rectangle-plate.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/faux-slate-square-dish-2.5-inches.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/faux-slate-round-2.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/faux-slate-round-dish-5-inches-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/faux-slate-tray-pack-of-five.asp
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PLA (Poly Lactic Acid) is a 100% biodegradable bioplastics made from starch. After use, these 100% vegetable items can be
disintegrated with living micro-organisms under a controlled process (80% humidity and 60° C). A new environmentally
green version of plastic.

PLA Square Dish
Clear. 2.3" l x 2.3" w x 0.5" h.
Pack of 360.
R725 $79.70

PLA Miniglass
2" h. Holds 1.2 oz.
Pack of 300.
R726 $77.30

This item is not perfectly clear.
It has a slightly opaque finish.

PLA Ergo Spoon
3.62" l. Pack of 200.
R729 $62.20

PLA Rectangular Appetizer
7" l x 5" w. Pack of 100.
R728 $89.60

PLA Geometric Dish
1.97" square x 1.77" h.
Holds 1.75 oz. Pack of 300.
R730 $69.90

PLA Serving Pieces

Fillable Aluminum Tube
Pack of 100.

Small (Fine Tip)
3.5" long with cap. 0.24 oz.
R876-2 $65.30

Large
5.5" long with cap. 1 oz.
R876-10 $73.00

Aluminum Tube Crimping Pliers
7" long.
R876-P $69.90

Filling Grid for Aluminum Tube (Small & Medium)
Holds 25 tubes for filling or display. 
Works with R876-2 & R876-5. Not for R876-10.

R876-G $69.40

Medium
4.5" long with cap. 0.5 oz.
R876-5 $66.00

Medium (Black)
4.5" long with cap. 0.5 oz.
R876-5B $73.70

http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/fillable-aluminum-tube-with-cap-small-3.5-inches-long.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/fillable-aluminum-tube-with-cap-large-5.7-inch-long.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/fillable-aluminum-tube-medium-4.5-inches-long.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/black-fillable-aluminum-tube-medium.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/filling-grid.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/tube-crimper-pliers.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/pla-geometric-dish-1.75-oz.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/pla-rectangular-appetizer-7-inch-x-5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/pla-mini-glass-1.5-oz.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/pla-ergo-spoon.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/pla-square-dish-2.3-inch-x-2.3-inch.asp
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Clear 16 Mini Flute Stand*
6.5" l x 6" w x 2.75" h.
R642-16 $46.80

Clear 10 Mini Flute Stand*
23.5" l x 3.17" h. 10 holes for
use with R642, R489 and R592.
R987 $39.60

Mini Flute
1.25" top d x 4.5" h.
Holds 5 oz. Pack of 200.
R642 $54.30

Clear “Crystal” Flute
1.88" Top d x 6.75" h.
Holds 3 oz. Pack of 200.
R489 $59.40

Clear 9 Flute Stand*
6.5" square x 5.5" h.
1.25" w openings.
R491 $25.40

Clear “Crystal” Plastic 
Palette Tray*
9.5" d. Each tray has 14
1.25" w openings.
R490 $21.40

*Flutes sold separately (R489).

*Flutes sold separately (R642).

*Flutes sold separately (R489).

*Flutes sold separately 
(R642, R489, R592).

Clear Six Flute Stand*
1.4" d openings. 
5.5" h x 14" l.
Each opening is 1.25" w.
R535 $24.70

*Flutes sold separately (R489).

Flutes and Stands

16 Flute Display Stand
Includes 16 cone holding rods.
Base is 8.5" square. 8 pieces 9.8" h.
8 pieces 13.7" h. The diameter for
the opening on the rods is 0.9".
R937 $207.00

NEW!

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/crystal-flute-clear-plastic.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/plexiglass-cone-stand.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/16-flute-display-stand.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/crystal-plastic-palette-tray.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/stand-for-6-flutes-plastic.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-flute-1.5-oz.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-flute-stand-16-holes.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/flute-and-stand-10-holes.asp
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Small Appetizer “Glass”
Clear. 2.06" square x 2.28" h. 1.55" d. Holds 1.5 oz.
Pack of 525.
R530-A $341.30

These European designed, plastic serving pieces are stylish and elegant. Designed
for appetizers or hors d’oeuvres, for buffets, pool, boat or party service. Disposable
or reusable.

Appetizer Spoons
Perfectly balanced, matte finish, available in
black or white, they have the look of china yet 
can be disposable or reusable. 4.75" l x 1.56" w.
Each holds 0.18 oz. Pack of 250.

Black White
R510-B $78.50 R510-W $78.50

Deco Spoons
The subtle floral pattern adds a touch of elegance to these
plastic serving pieces. They have a beautiful matte finish,
giving them the look of china yet can be disposable or
reusable. 5" l x 1.56" w. Pack of 300.
Black                                      White
R920-B $99.50                       R920-W $99.50

Tasting Plates
Matte finish. Elongated corner for holding.
5.75" l x 4.25" w. Holds 1.5 oz. Pack of 100.
Black White
R515-B $39.60                          R515-W $39.60

STYLISH DESIGN

Combi Spoon/Fork
Sea-green plastic. 4" l.
Holds 1 teaspoon. Pack of 500.
R485 $89.30

“Silver” Mini Spoon
4" l. Plastic. Pack of 1000.
R742-S $112.00

“Silver” Mini Fork
4" l. Plastic. Pack of 1000.
R742-F $112.00

Medium Cocktail Spoon
Clear. 5" l. Pack of 500.
R497 $49.00

Long Cocktail Spoon
Clear. 7.5" l. Pack of 500.
R534 $123.60

Starck Clear Mini Spoon*
4" l. Pack of 1000.
R735 $49.90

*Created by the famous French
designer Philippe Starck.

Medium Fork
5.5" l. Pack of 500.
R884 $37.80

Utensils

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/starck-clear-mini-spoon-4-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/combi-spoon-fork-sea-green.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/long-spoon-7.5-inch-plastic.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/medium-fork-5.5-inch-long.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/medium-plastic-spoon-5-inch-500-pk.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/silver-mini-spoon-4-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/silver-mini-spoon-4-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/silver-mini-fork-4-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/silver-mini-fork-4-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/plastic-tasting-spoon-black.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/plastic-tasting-spoon-white.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/deco-spoon-black.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/deco-spoon-white.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/plastic-tasting-plate-black.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/plastic-tasting-plate-white.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/small-appetizer-glass-525-pcs.asp
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Double Tasting Plates
Matte finish. Bowls holds 3 oz. and 1.5 oz.
7.5" l x 4.5" w overall. Pack of 150.

White Black
R620-W $97.20 R620-B $97.20

Pack of 96 Pack of 24
R804-W $114.00 R804-W24 $40.00

Pack of 35
R805-35 $23.00

Cocktail Glass Clear Plastic
3.25" d x 2.25" h. Holds 9 oz.

Pack of 420
R805 $184.00

Large Cocktail Plate White
Has the look of chinaware and a convenient 1 ounce im-
pression that is great for additional sauces and also acts
as a holder for item R805 cocktail glass. 11.5" l x 8.25" w.

Plastic Picks
3.5" l. Pack of 425.

Black
R520-B $27.40

White
R520-W $27.40

Plastic Skewers
7" l. Pack of 350.

Black
R521-B $29.90

White
R521-W $29.90

Stainless Steel Combi 
Spoon/Fork
5" l x 2.5" w.
Pack of 24. 
R933 $28.80

Stainless Steel 
Ergo Spoon
3.9" l. Pack of 12.
R932 $20.90

Stainless Steel Oval 
Tasting Spoon
4.37" l. Pack of 12.

R934 $23.60

Stainless Steel
Paddle Pick
3.9" l. Pack of 200.
R931 $43.20

Stainless Steel Utensils

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/stainless-steel-ergo-spoon.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/stainless-steel-paddle-pick.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/stainless-steel-oval-tasting-spoon.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/steel-combi-spoon-fork.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bag-of-picks-3.5-inch-black-plastic.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bag-of-425-picks-3.5-inch-white-plastic.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bag-of-350-skewers-7-inch-black-plastic.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bag-of-350-skewers-7-inch-white-plastic.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/double-tasting-bowl-white.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/double-tasting-bowl-black.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/cocktail-glass-clear-plastic.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/cocktail-glass-clear-plastic.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/cocktail-glass-clear-plastic-pack-of-35.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/large-cocktail-plate-white.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/large-cocktail-plate-white.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service-dishes/Large-Cocktail-Plate-White.asp
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Clear Mini Push Up
4.5" h overall. 2.12" h without
handle. 0.75" d. Holds 0.63 oz.
Pack of 250.
R740 $76.80

Clear Mini Push Up Stand
6 holes. 9.5" l x 1" w x 0.39" h.
For use with R740.
R740-6 $29.80

Clear Push Up
5.82" h overall. 2.75" h without
handle. 1.3" d. Holds 1.25 oz.
Pack of 250.
R864 $176.00

Clear Push Up Stand
12 holes. 12" l x 3.5" h.
For use with R864.
R864-S $53.80

PUSH-UPS (CAKE SHOOTERS)

Clear Push Up Pallet Tray
19 holes. 9.45" d. 
For use with R740.

R740-19 $71.40

Clear Mini Push Up Stand
40 holes. 19" l x 13" w. 
For use with R740.

R740-40 $129.90

Clear Push Up with Lid
7" h overall. 3.8" h without handle. 
1.75" d. Holds 4 oz.

Pack of 100 Pack of 50
R746 $47.80 R746-50 $27.50

White Plastic Stand For Clear Push Up
28 Holds. 15.2" l x 11.4" w x 4.3" h. White.
For use with R746 & R916.

R746-28 $35.90

Clear Heart Push Up with Lid
7" h overall. 3.25" h without
handle. 2" w. Pack of 100.
R916 $47.80

Push-up Pop clear plastic containers with lids are made of high quality poly plastic and is freezer safe.
Each includes a push pop tube, base, stick and lid. Use to create gourmet ice cream push-ups, creamy
push up desserts and the ever so popular cake or cupcake shooters.

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/clear-push-up-large.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/clear-push-up-large.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/clear-push-up-large-50-packs.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/clear-heart-push-pop-with-lid.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/white-plastic-stand-for-clear-push-up.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/clear-push-up-small.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/clear-mini-push-up-stand-six-holes.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/clear-push-pallet-tray.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/clear-mini-push-up-stand-40-holes.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/clear-push-up-1.25-inches-x-2.75-inches.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/push-up-stand-clear.asp
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elBulli 2005-2011
A Journey Inside the Creative Process of the World’s Greatest Chef

elBulli 2005 - 2011 captures a vital moment in culinary history, when Ferran 
shifted the way cuisine is codified and altered the way we think about the 
creative process. With one volume for each of the seven seasons the restaurant
was open between 2005 and 2011, the collection features each of the over 
750 recipes created during the period with texts written, edited and extensively 
tested by Ferran and his team.

Each of the first six volumes comprises a catalogue of color photographs for 
each dish developed in the corresponding season accompanied by detailed 
recipes explaining how to create every component. There are notes on hard to 
find ingredients, techniques, finishing and presentation. Following elBulli’s 
unique menu structure, the recipes are divided by courses: cocktails, snacks, 
tapas, pre-desserts, desserts and morphings.

The seventh volume, Evolutionary Analysis, focuses on the creative evolution of 
the restaurant, tracking key discoveries and products, and examining the 
influences and creative methods that were prominent during each of elBulli’s seasons.

L1851 SPECIAL PREORDER PRICE: $487.00. Available March 2014.

NEW BOOKS

El Celler De Can Roc
By Joan Roca, Josep Roca and Jordi Roca 

In this new book the Roca Brothers offer a direct account of the secrets of the San
Pelligrino 2013 pick for "Best Restaurant in the World": El Celler De Can Roca. This
book elaborates on over 25 years of creative processes, the values that have been the
foundation of the career of the Roca Brothers, and the most representative recipes of
the restaurant's history.

This reference book for El Celler is a large-format publication with an original, high-
quality finish, fully illustrated in color with images by the prestigious photographers
David Ruano and Francesc Guillamet. It also includes a diary on a day spent at El
Celler written by author Josep Maria Fonalleras as well as an illustrated catalog of
the 245 most outstanding dishes in the history of El Celler.

L1824 $139.00

A Work in Progress Journal, Recipes and Snapshots
By Rene Redzepi

An unprecedented insight into the inner workings of restaurant Noma and its
highly creative team of chefs.

How do you achieve greater creativity at the world’s best restaurant?

René Redzepi committed to writing a journal for an entire year to reflect on this
question and the result is A Work in Progress: Notes on Food, Cooking and 
Creativity.

Three books in one, a journal, recipe book and flick book, A Work in Progress 
recounts the day-to-day life at Noma – from the trials of developing new dishes 
to the successes that come with winning the 50 Best Restaurant award. While 
the journal is the book’s heart, it is supported by the recipe book containing 100 

brand new rrecipes and the flick book of 200 candid images which provide 
a stunning, and often humorous, insight into the inner workings of the 
restaurant and its talented team of chefs.

Reflective, insightful and compelling, René interweaves observations on 
creativity, collaboration and ambition making A Work in Progress of 
interest to food lovers and general readers alike.
L1832 $43.70

Preorder

http://www.jbprince.com/cook-books-general-interest/el-bulli-2005-2011.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cook-books-general-interest/a-work-in-progress.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/cook-books-general-interest/el-celler-de-can-roc.asp
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Bamboo Square Dish
2.3" l x 2.3" w. Pack of 144.
R677 $112.70

Square Bamboo Ramekin
2.3" l x 2.3" w. Pack of 144.
R650 $119.00

Round Bamboo Dish
2.3" d. Pack of 144.
R649 $114.00

Bamboo Rimless Square Dish
2.3" l x 2.3" w. Pack of 144.
R678 $91.30

Bamboo Tasting Scoop
4" l. Pack of 144.
R648 $94.00

Bamboo Spoon with Tail
3.8" l. Pack of 144.
R675 $87.70

Bamboo Tasting Spoon
3.5" l. Pack of 50.
R680 $25.60

Bamboo Trio Dish
7" l x 2.3" w. 
Pack of 12.
R679 $19.70

Bamboo Scoop
4" l. Pack of 144.
R676 $85.60

SUSTAINABLE SERVE WARE
A series of natural disposable dishes that are both biodegradable and compostable. They offer
an elegant option for service from renewable resources like bamboo, palm, and poplar trees.

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-trio-dish-7-inch-x-2.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-tasting-spoon-3.5-inch-long.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-scoop-4-inch-long.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-tasting-scoop-4-inch-l-x1.5-inch-w.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-spoon-with-tail-3.75-inch-long.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/square-bamboo-ramekin-2.25-inch-l-x-2.25-w.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-square-dish-2.25-inch-x-2.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-rimless-square-dish-2.25-inch-x-2.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/round-bamboo-dish-2.25-inch.asp
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Mini Deep Poplar Boat
2.6" l x 2" w x 1" h. Pack of 100.
R655-2.5 $7.90

Lid only.
R652-LID $1.50

Bamboo Steamer
4" d x 2.5" h. Pack of 2.
R802 $11.80

Mini Bamboo Steamer
2" d x 2.38" h.
R581 $7.90

3" d base only.
R652-BASE $1.50

Two Tier Mini Bamboo Steamer Kit
3"d x 3.5" h.Two bases,one lid.
R652 $3.90

Small Steamers

Poplar & Bamboo

Disposable Poplar Serving Boats
Pack of 100.

2.5" l x 1.5" w x 0.5" h. 3.8" l x 2" w x 0.6" h.
R588-3.75 $16.70 R588-2.5 $14.90

Poplar Serving Boat
Pack of 100.

2.5" l x 1.5" w x 0.5" h.
R656-2.5 $7.90

4.5" l x 2.5" w x 0.5" h.
R656-4.5 $8.90

5.5" l x 3" w x 0.5" h.
R656-5.5 $9.70

6.5" l x 3.25" w x 0.75" h.
R656-6.5 $12.80

8.5" l x 4" w x 1" h.
R656-8.5 $15.80

Square Poplar Wood Plate
Pack of 25.
4.5" square. 5.5" square.
R658-4.5 $5.90 R658-5.5 $10.50

Rectangular Poplar Wood Plate
Pack of 25.
7.8" L x 5" w x 0.75" h. 7.8" L x 5.5" w x 1.5" h.
R659-5 $10.90 R659-7 $10.30

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-bamboo-steamer-2-inch-dia.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/4-inch-bamboo-steamers.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/two-tier-mini-bamboo-steamer-kit.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-steamer-lid.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-steamer-base.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/poplar-wood-serving-boat-3.75-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/poplar-wood-serving-boat-2.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/poplar-wood-serving-boat-2.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-deep-poplar-wood-boat.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/poplar-wood-serving-boat-3-x2.25-x.5.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/poplar-wood-serving-boat-4.5-x-2.5-x-.5.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/poplar-wood-serving-boat-5.5-x-3-x-.5.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/poplar-wood-serving-boat-6.5-x-3.25-x.75.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/poplar-wood-serving-boat-8.5-x-4-x-1.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/poplar-wood-serving-boat-8.5-x-4-x-1.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/square-poplar-wood-plate-4.5-l-x-4.5-w.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/square-poplar-wood-plate-5.5-inch-x-5.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/square-poplar-wood-plate-5.5-inch-x-5.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/rectangular-poplar-wood-plate-5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/rectangular-poplar-wood-plate-5.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/rectangular-poplar-wood-plate-5.5-inch.asp
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Bamboo Leaf Dish
2.3" d x 0.75" h. Pack of 50.
R662 $9.80

Wood Crest Plate
1.5" square. Pack of 100.
R681 $11.80

Small Wood Paper
Pack of 100.
2.25" d x 2.25" h. 1.5" d x 1.75" h.
R663-2.25 $31.00 R663-2 $24.40

Wood Sake Box
2.6" square x 2" h. 2" square x 1.5" h.
R872 $2.30 R871 $1.90

Bamboo Picks
Pack of 50.
4" L.
R518 $2.60

7" L.
R519 $3.30

Pack of 100.
4" L.
R525-10 $2.90

Black Feather Picks 
3.75" l. Pack of 100.
R941 $18.00

Wooden Picks

Bamboo Paddle Picks (Teppo Gushi)

3.5" l. Pack of 100. 7.1" l. Pack of 100.
R990-3.5 $2.50 R990-7 $3.20

5.9" l. Pack of 100.
R990-5 $2.80

NEW!

Mini Clothes Pin
1.3" l. Pack of 200.
R938 $14.20

Kraft Box with Window 
2.8" square x 1.6" h. Pack of 250.
R973 $71.30

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wood-sake-box.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wood-sake-box.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wood-sake-box-small.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wood-sake-box-small.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-leaf-dish-2.25-inch-dia-.75-inch-high.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wood-crest-plate-1.5-inch-x-1.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/small-wood-paper-cup-2.25-inch-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/small-wood-paper-cup-2.25-inch-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/small-wood-paper-cup-1.75-inch-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/small-wood-paper-cup-1.75-inch-diameter.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-clothes-pin.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/kraft-box-with-window.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-picks-4-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-picks-7-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-picks-4-inch-bag-of-100.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-picks-4-inch-bag-of-100.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/black-feather-picks.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-paddle-picks-teppo-gushi-3.5-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-paddle-picks-teppo-gushi-3.5-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-paddle-picks-teppo-gushi-5.9-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-paddle-picks-teppo-gushi-5.9-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-paddle-picks-teppo-gushi-5.9-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-paddle-picks-teppo-gushi-7.1-inches-length.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-paddle-picks-teppo-gushi-7.1-inches-length.asp


Wood Paper Serving Cone
1.3" d x 2.                              3" h. 3" d x 5" h. 
Pack of 100.                           Pack of 50.
R657-2.25 $7.60                R657-5 $7.50

1.8" d x 3.3" h. 
Pack of 100.
R657-3.5 $9.60
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Bamboo Mini Fork
3.5" l. Pack of 50.

R673 $23.80

Bamboo Tongs
5" l. Pack of 240.

R651 $79.70

Mini Cocktail Fork
3.25" l. Pack of 1,000.

R664 $6.60

Tapered Wood Spoon
3.7" l. Pack of 50.

R867 $65.00

Wooden Mini Spoon
4.5" l overall. Pack of 100.

R667 $4.30

Bamboo Tasting Fork
6.5" l. Pack of 600.

R647 79.60

Bamboo Mini Spoon
3.5" l. Pack of 50.

R674 $19.90

Wooden Utensils

Bamboo Cone Serving Tray
Add a fresh and green look to your buffet or cocktail party
with this hand finished bamboo cone serving stand. The top
is fixed to brushed stainless steel legs that provide a clean
and contempory look. There are 24 1.25" holes, whose size
and location are ideal for wood serving cones R657-3.5 and
R657-5, or any cone that you can craft to fit.

Hold 24 cones. 16" l x 11.22" w x 3.5" h. 
1.25" hole diameter. Stainless steel legs, bamboo top.
R861 $58.50

Wooden Stand and Cones

http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-tasting-fork-6.5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/tapered-wood-spoon.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-cocktail-fork-3.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/mini-cocktail-fork-3.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-mini-spoon-3.5-inch-long.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-mini-fork-3.5-inch-long.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-tongs-5-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/bamboo-cone-serving-tray-24-cones.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wood-paper-serving-cone-2.25-inch-1.25-inch-dia.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wood-paper-serving-cone-3.5-inch-1.75-inch-dia.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wood-paper-serving-cone.5-inch-l-2.75-inch-dia.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/table-service/wood-paper-serving-cone.5-inch-l-2.75-inch-dia.asp
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SOUS VIDE LOW TEMPERATURE COOKING

A. Chef Series - P396 B. Classic Series - P352 C. Creative Series - P399

       Maximum Bath Volume 30L / 8 gal 120V: 30L / 8 gal 20L / 5.3 gal 

       Maximum Pump Output
12L / min

3.2 gal / min
12L / min

3.2 gal / min
6L / min

1.6 gal / min
            Flow Adjustable Yes 2 speeds N/A
       Maximum Temperature 212 °F (100 °C) 302 °F (150 °C) 210 °F (99 °C)
        Temperature Stability 0.07 °C 0.05 °C 0.1 °C

Heater Wattage (120) 120 volts, 1100 watts 120 volts, 1100 watts 120 volts, 1100 watts
Includes Guide to Sous Vide Cooking None Travel case, DVD
Warranty One year limited One year limited One year limited

Creative Series Thermal Circulator
Perfect for occasional or lower volume applications.
P399 $399.00

• Ideal for recipe testing, culinary students or a 
backup unit.
• An excellent, low cost option.
• Precisely controls up to 20 liters (5.3 gallons).

Chef Series Thermal Circulator
The professional kitchen standard.
P396 $799.00

• Innovative new features and award winning 
design deliver outstanding results under the 
toughest conditions and demands.
• Precisely controls up to 30 liters (8 gallons).

Classic Series Thermal Circulator
The legendary machine that changed kitchens forever.
P352 $1,128.00

• The breakthrough innovation that helped pioneer the
new realm of Sous Vide cooking.
• The standard behind many cookbooks and 
ground-breaking recipes.
• Precisely controls up to 30 liters (8 gallons).

A
B

C

The term Sous Vide literally translates into “under vacuum”, and has been adopted as the name for a cooking
method that relies on precise temperature control. Foods cooked in this method are typically vacuum sealed in a
non-reactive plastic pouch and heated in a water bath at a specific temperature until a desired level of doneness
has been reached. This exacting technique provides unmatched control and consistency that cannot be found in
other cooking methods.

COMPARISON TABLE

http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-machines/sous-vide-professional-machine.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-equipment/classic-series-thermal-circulator.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-machines/sous-vide-professional-creative-series-thermal-circulator.asp
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Core Temperature Sensor for Fusion Chef Diamond
Highly precise insertion sensor (with a fine stainless steel 
measurement tip and a rubber-coated, waterproof grip. When
used in conjunction with adhesive sealing strips, this thin, 0.05
inch sensor will minimize the effect on the vacuum. May be used
with Diamond Series Thermal Circulator (P405) only.

P405-S $358.00

Fusion Chef Pearl Thermal Circulator
The Pearl thermal circulator, guarantees a temperature stability 
of ±0.05 °F (±0.03 °C) in vessels or cooking pots up to 61 quarts.
The integrated safety protection grid prevents the vacuum pouch
from touching the heating coil, pump and the float. The strong 
circulating pump ensures optimum temperature stability and 
even distribution of water in the bath. This has a positive effect 
on the heat-up times when chilled pouches of foods are put into
the bath. With its especially designed mounting bracket the Pearl
can be placed on any vessel or cooking pot quickly and easily. 
The integrated timer allows for easy monitoring of the remaining
cooking time.
P400 $1,099.00

Fusion Chef Diamond Thermal Circulator
The Diamond thermal circulator has all of the features
of the Pearl Thermal Circulator (P400) plus additional
innovative functions like pre-programmed memory
keys for meat, fish, and vegetables, and calibration
functions. 

When used in conjunction with the Core Temperature
Sensor (P405-S), the Diamond thermal circulator emits
an alarm to indicate that your selected core 
temperature has been reached. The timers can be
started separately from each other so you have 
optimum control. The timer that will expire next is
shown continuously. A visual and acoustic signal 
informs the chef when the desired time has passed.
The timer then goes into the minus range so you 
always know the total time that the food has been
cooking. Each of the pre-programmed memory keys
(fish, meat, and vegetables) is set to five practical 
temperature values that can edited to fit your 
particular needs.

The Diamond thermal circulator has the ability to data
log time and temperature with the addition of the 
fusion chef software and interface cable making
HACCP data logging straight forward and easy to
mange. Diamond has extensive functionality that
makes it an excellent addition to any professional
kitchen.

P405 $2,099.00

FUSION CHEF BY JULABO

A. Pearl - P400 B. Diamond - P405

Temperature 
Stability

±0.05 °F (±0.03 °C) ±0.01 °F (±0.01 °C)

Dimensions 5.25"l x 8.35"w x 13"h 5.25"l x 8.35"w x 13" h

Weight 11 pounds 11 pounds

Warranty 2 years parts and labor 2 years parts and labor

COMPARISON TABLE

A
B

http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-machines/fusion-chef-pearl-thermal-circulator-by-julabo.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-machines/fusion-chef-diamond-thermal-circulator-by-julabo.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-machines/core-temperature-sensor-for-fusion-chef-diamond.asp


Single Slot 2" Label
Dispenser
This 2" wide single slot
dispenser removes label
backing from the individ-
ual labels when dispensed
for quick and easy appli-
cation. Dispensers can

stand free or be mounted on a wall for better utilization
of space and works with labels sizes 2" square, 2" length
× 3" width, and 2" width × 4" length; This dispensers has
a lifetime guarantee. Labels sold separately (U970).
U971 $33.00

Minipack MVS 20 
Chamber Vacuum 
Machine
Take advantage of the 
benefits of vacuum sealing -
even if you have a small 
or mobile operation. 
The MVS 20 has been 
developed with small 
businesses, research chefs,
offsite caterers, and culinary instructors in mind. 
The slim, elegant and space-saving design hides 
powerful performance and energy efficiency. This 
simple, intuitive and compact chamber vacuum 
machine is equipped with a water resistant digital
display and simple push button control. 
17.25" length x 10.75" width.
P410 $1,548.00*

W jbprince.com  |  E customerservice@jbprince.com  |  T (800) 473-0577  |  F (212) 683-448830

Cook Chill Sous 
Vide Label
Cook chill labels are mois-
ture resistant and feature an
adhesive designed specifi-
cally for Sous Vide cooking.

With fields for contents, prep date, use by, shelf life,
cooking temperatures, and more. These labels will help
chefs maintain a solid HACCP plan and ensure that items
cooked Sous Vide are properly stored, cooked, and
served. 500 labels. 3.25" length x 2.25" width.
U970 $22.50

3 mil Vacuum Pouches
These bags are ideal for storage and low temperature
“sous-vide” style cooking. They are rated for a 
temperature range of -58 to 176 °F, and have superb 
clarity. They can be used with chamber vacuum 
packaging machines P371 and P375.

Case of 500
12" width x 16" length. 3 mil thick.
P376-12 $89.30

Case of 1000
6" width x 8" length. 3 mil thick.
P376-6 $44.60

Case of 1000
8" width x 12" length. 3 mil thick.
P376-8 $89.30

MINIPACK CHAMBER VACUUM SEALERS
These Minipack chamber vacuum sealers are equipped with innovative, state-of-the-art features, such as customizable 
programming and integrated label printers (on select models). Smart design, easy to use controls, a self-diagnostic system,
strong performance and low maintenance make these machines highly desireable in professional kitchens and for Sous Vide
applications. Minipack machines are built with rugged and durable housings designed to last in kitchen environments.

See more Chamber Vacuum Machines
online at jbprince.com.

*No dealer discount for these items.

Minipack MVS 31XP Chamber Vacuum Sealer 
with Printer
The 31XP is equipped with an integrated product label
printer and a water resistant digital display featuring 
user-settable preferences and up to 100 customizable 
programs. The electronic millibar sensor precisely 
measures the vacuum level and triggers the chosen 
sealing and de-evacuation modes. 
20" length x 15.50" width.
P412-XP $2,561.00*

Minipack MVS 31X Chamber Vacuum Sealer
Without Printer
P412 $2,211.00*

http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-machines/minipack-mvs-31xp-chamber-vacuum-sealer-with-printer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-machines/minipack-mvs31x-chamber-vacuum-machine.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-machines/minipack-mvs-20-chamber-vacuum-machine.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-equipment/3-mil-vacuum-pouch-6-inch-x-8-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-equipment/3-mil-vacuum-pouch-8-inch-x-12-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/sous-vide-equipment/3-mil-vacuum-pouch-12-inch-x-16-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/cook-chill-sous-vide-label.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/single-slot-2-inches-label-dispenser.asp
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Digital Probe Thermometer / Sous Vide Accesories

Digital Type K Thermometer
This thermometer has a splash resistant sealed membrane keypad,
making it ideal for environments where liquids are used and easy
to clean up. It has a minimum/maximum feature that will provide
you with the lowest and highest 
temperatures that have registered during the thermometer's use.
A hold function allows you to lock in a temperature reading for
easier viewing and reads in both Celsius and Fahrenheit. The unit
has a protective rubber sleeve that also acts as a tabletop stand. 
It accepts a “K” type probe that is not included.
U840 $193.80

Type: K.
Temp. range: -418 to 600 °F (-250 to 315 °C). 
Probe length: 2.5" 
Diameter: 0.035".
Cable length: 2.5 ft.

Type K Hypodermic Probe for Sous Vide*
An ultra fine 2.5" probe designed for penetrating
soft or semi-soft materials with minimal intrusion. 
It has a 40" teflon coated cable that is heat resistant
to 450 °F. Great for sous-vide or any applications
that require delicate work. It can be used with any
thermocouple thermometer that accepts type”K”
connection probes. 
U980 $236.00

Adhesive Tape
When cooking sous-vide, a small pointed thermometer
probe is often inserted through plastic pouch and into
the food to measure internal temperature. It’s advis-
able to apply a strip of this tape on the pouch before
pushing the probe through. It will help maintain the
seal and pressure of the pouch. 7 feet of tape.
U839-Tape $5.90

Temperature range: -418 to 2501 °F (-250 to 1372 °C).
Dimensions: 5" length x 2" width x 1" depth.
Warranty: 3 years from manufacturer.

Hypodermic Probe with Type K Connection*
An ultra fine probe designed for penetrating soft
or semi-soft materials with minimal intrusion.
Great for sous-vide applications and can be used
with any thermocouple thermometer that accepts
type “K” connection probes.
U841 $106.00

*Probe should not be used while
fully submerged in liquid.

*Probe should not be used while fully
submerged in liquid.

http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/digital-thermocouple-thermometer.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/hypodermic-probe-type-k-2.25-inch.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/adhesive-tape-for-sous-vide.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/type-k-hypodermic-probe-for-sous-vide.asp


JB Prince Company, Inc.
36 East 31st Street, 11th floor
New York, NY 10016

Tel: 800-473-0577, Fax 212-683-4488
Website: www.jbprince.com
Email: customerservice@jbprince.com

Natural Wood
                                                     
                       h                   
R193-4          4.5"          $20.80
R193-7           7"            $22.90
R193-8          8.2"          $25.50
R193-9          9.4"          $28.30
R193-11       11.8"         $35.70

These classic pepper mills are made in Germany to an extremely high standard. The solid beech wood
bodies are expertly hand finished giving the mills a clean, uniform look. The grind mechanisms are con-
structed from a hardened heat treated steel and fixed to the body with a high grade stainless steel shaft
and clip. The adjustment knob can be tightened to a fixed position ensuring a consistent, high output, and
uniform grind. The knob is knurled for improved grip during adjustments and constructed to prevent over
tightening. The grind mechanism on theses mills is guaranteed against defect in construction for 25 years.

PREMIUM QUALITY PEPPER MILLS

Chocolate
                                
                      h
R192-4        4.5" $20.80
R192-7          7" $22.90
R192-8        8.2" $25.50
R192-9        9.4" $28.30
R192-11     11.8" $35.70

http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/11.8-inches-height-chocolate-brown-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/11.8-inches-height-chocolate-brown-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/9.4-inches-height-chocolate-brown-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/9.4-inches-height-chocolate-brown-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/8.2-inches-height-chocolate-brown-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/8.2-inches-height-chocolate-brown-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/7-inches-height-chocolate-brown-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/7-inches-height-chocolate-brown-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/4.5-inches-height-chocolate-brown-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/4.5-inches-height-chocolate-brown-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/11-inches-height-natural-wood-pepper-mills.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/11-inches-height-natural-wood-pepper-mills.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/9.4-inches-height-natural-wood-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/9.4-inches-height-natural-wood-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/8.2-inches-height-natural-wood-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/8.2-inches-height-natural-wood-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/7-inches-height-natural-wood-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/7-inches-height-natural-wood-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/4.5-inches-height-natural-wood-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/utensils/4.5-inches-height-natural-wood-pepper-mill.asp
http://www.jbprince.com/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/JB-Prince-Company/73368244288
https://twitter.com/jbprince
http://www.youtube.com/user/JBPrinceCompany
http://followgram.me/jbprincecompany
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